
  

 

 

ON   SALE   NOW  300!!  -                                     

SPECIAL  EVENTS  SALE! 

300 OSN Lists and 15 years at our  current 

location in Cronulla on  the 8th December  —  

Thank you to every single one of our much 

loved customers for your amazing support - 

Some great specials this month to celebrate!! 

   AUSTRALIAN    STATES 

 

1.  VICTORIA   1879-1900   ASC 24a   

Stamp  Duty  15/- Brown  lovely  cto 

small thin for ………….…….$ 79.00 

 

 

2.  VICTORIA   1879-1900  ASC  26  

25/-  Pink  fine used for…..$ 329.00 

 

 

3.  VICTORIA   1879-1900  ASC   F30   

Stamp   Duty  45/- Violet fine used as 

shown for……..……...……...$ 149.00 

           

                                       KANGAROOS 

 

4. 5/- GREY AND YELLOW   SG 111, a 
lovely fresh mint hinged example hinge 
remainder, bright colour and fresh 
gum………………………………$ 199.00 

 

 

5. 5/- GREY AND YELLOW  SG 111 
small multiple wmk, superb perfect 
10/10 stamp cancelled to order with 
full unhinged superbly fresh original 
gum for the very fussy…...….$  119.00 

 

6. 10/- GREY AND DEEP ANILINE PINK  
SG 051 Third wmk. Perforated OS cto 
with full unhinged superbly fresh origi-
nal gum,  pretty stamp………...$  99.00  

 

 

7. 10/- GREY & PINK   CofA Watermark Specimen type C 
in fine mint lightly hinged, scarce for…………...$  249.00   

 

8. 10/-  GREY AND PINK  Specimen 
Small Multiple wmk Type C, Mint Un-
hinged superbly fresh original gum, 
only 1920 of this stamp were printed, 
n i c e  w h o l e s a l e  b u y i n g 
for…………………………….…….$ 419.00  

 

9. £1 GREY   Specimen Third Water-
mark in Mint Unhinged type C, superb-
ly fresh original gum, what a 
price……………………………...$  139.00 

 

 

10. £1 BROWN AND BLUE   SG 44, 
Third wmk. In nice clean used condi-
tion as shown, no thins or faults for a 
special price of…..……………..$599.00  

 

 

11. £1 GREY SG 75,  a mint lightly 
hinged example with part imprint at 
base, perfectly centred, gum is a tiny 
bit aged but a nice looking stamp for 
this price…………………….....$  299.00 

 

 

12. £1 CHESTNUT AND BLUE   SG 44w 
Third wmk. Inverted fine used as shown 
Cat $4,750. This fine old rare stamp 
has a scissor cut neatly repaired bot-
tom left however with fine used exam-
ples selling for $3,000+ it might be a 
wonderful gift for yourself for…$599.00 

 

13. £2 BLACK AND ROSE  SG 45, 
Third Wmk  fine used with one tiny nib-
bled perforation at base for a silly 
price (image reduced)………..$ 999.00 

 

14. £2 BLACK AND ROSE  Specimen 
SG45bs- ACSC 56Cxfin Mint Unhinged 
type C with shaved P variety,  a lovely 
fresh example superbly fresh original 
gum…………………………...…...$ 499.00 

 

 

 

15. £2 BLACK AND ROSE  CofA wmk 
SG 138 a little faded but no other 
faults, light postmark just.....$  179.00 



  

 

 

                      KGV & OTHER AUSTRALIA 

16. 4d LEMON  YELLOW   BW  110C a  lovely  mint lightly 
hinged   block  of  6   (one stamp is unmounted) it comes   
with   Dr  Scott   Starling  Certificate.  A  very   beautiful    
block of   6   (minor   re-inforecement   hinge  under   top  
right stamp),   hard to  find  in  very fresh  multiples  like 
this,  (imaged reduced)  great price………...……$579.00 

17. 1d SHADES COLLECTION  46 stamps from  G1-106. 
There   are   46   different   fine  used   shades   all   with   
Michael   Drury  certificates  includes some of the better 
shades including  G23 Cat. $125, G24 Cat $250, G24 1/2 
Cat $125, G25 Cat. $375, G29 Cat. $100, G32 Cat. $150, 
G64 Cat. $165, G65 Cat. $875, G67 Cat. $275, G68  Cat. 
$150, G 70 Cat. $175,  G70.5 Cat. $200,  G71 Cat.  $350, 
G76 Cat. $150, G77 Cat. $150, G101  Cat.  $275.   So  46 
different  stamp  shades  with  a  current   Cat.  value  of 
more  than  $4,500  all  with certificates.  Ideal for a col-
lector  getting  into  this  area  or a reseller at this price. 
The certificates alone would cost more than $1,000, so 
a very nice buy at just……………………….……..$ 749.00 

18. 1914 6d ENRGRAVED KOOKABURRA  SG19 in Mint 
Unhinged superbly fresh condition for just……..$109.00 

19. 1928 KOOKABURRA MINI-SHEET SG 106a Mint Un-
hinged………………………………………………….$ 149.00  

20. 1932 5/- BRIDGE  A mint toned example for a lot less 
than even a used one, will clean up well with a bit of tlc, 
this one is just………………………………………….$ 99.00 

21. 1932  5/- BRIDGE cancelled to order SG 143 and 
beautiful especially for just.……………………….$ 119.00  

24. 1932  5/- BRIDGE BW 
148e, with retouch left  of 
bridge, lovely fresh mint light-
ly hinged example of this very 
scarce stamp..……...$ 399.00  

 

24. 1932  5/- BRIDGE MUH BW 
148d, with retouch over cen-
tre of bridge, lovely fresh ex-
ample of this very scarce 
stamp..…………….…..$ 999.00  

 

25. 3d BLUE KGV1  A complete mint lightly hinged set 
of all dies includes white wattles, no toning  fresh all  (6) 
no toning for just ….………………………………....$125.00  

26. ROBES THICK AND THIN  A complete mint lightly 
hinged set (6) SG 176-178a even well centred….$ 99.00  

 

27. 1938-57 4d Koala no wmk. 
Misplaced perforat ions 
BW199ba a used block with 
indistinct cancellation howev-
er a nice looking item for just
(image reduced)…….$ 199.00  

 

 

28. 1949 ARMS  A complete mint lightly hinged set (4) 
SG 224-a/d for a great price…………………………$ 69.00   

29. 1964 NAVIGATORS   A complete mint set (6) mint 
lightly hinged SG 355-60 for a mere……………...$   49.00  

30. 1964 NAVIGATORS SPECIMENS SG 357s-360s set 
(6) includes cream and white papers on 10/- and £1 val-
ues, superb Mint Unhinged, a perfect  set on other lists 
for up to $1,200, this set (image reduced) just…$649.00 

31. 1961-64 5/- CATTLE  A set of both cream and white 
papers (2) in mint Unhinged, perfect for………..$   75.00   

32. 1946 BCOF A genuine complete J1-7 mint lightly 
hinged set (7) 5/- is thick paper, a very lovely and fresh 
complete set for just…………………………………$   99.00 

33. 1946 BCOF A genuine complete J1-7 mint  Unhinged 
set (8) 5/- is thick paper includes the very scarce bluish 
overprint on the 1d, a very lovely and fresh complete 
set for just………………………………………….…$  159.00 

34. 1946 BCOF A genuine complete J1-7a mint  Un-
hinged set (9) 5/- has both thick and thin papers, in-
cludes the very scarce bluish overprint on the 1d, a 
very lovely and fresh very complete set  just…..$ 229.00 

35. PERFORATED  OS COMPLETE SET  commemora-
tives 0112-0122 and includes both type A and B of the 
3d Airmail, (7) superbly fresh Mint Unhinged (images 
reduced)……….................................................$ 169.00 

36. 1966 NAVIGATOR SPECIMEN A complete mint un-
hinged set of four, well under retail……………...$   39.00 

37. 1966 NAVIGATOR SPECIMEN A complete mint very 
lightly hinged set of four, cheap at……………….$   19.00  



  

 

 

                COMMONWEALTH   ITEMS   

 

38. GREAT BRITAIN  
SG 438 £1 PUC a su-
perb mint lightly 
hinged example, much 
nicer than is usually 
found for this iconic 
stamp……...$    449.00   

 

 

39. NAURU SEAHORSE SG 23 and 25 2/6 and 10/- val-
ues both Mint Unhinged as shown, bargain…….$229.00  

40. NAURU 1924-48 SHIPS  SG26B-39B Shiny paper 
complete set mint hinged, high values are in great con-
dition, few lower ones a little aged gum, nice looking set 
for just…………………………………………………...$ 79.00 

41. NEW GUINEA 1932 UNDATED BIRDS  SG177-189 
(15) , A mint lightly hinged complete set, usual darker 
gum however a pretty set for just…..…………….$ 149.00 

42. AIR NEW GUINEA 1939  SG 212-225 A complete 
mint (14) a mixture of mint and mint unhinged with the 
usual darker gum, looks beautiful from the face for the 
full set just (image reduced)…….……..………….$349.00 

43. NEW GUINEA  SG 212-223 A superb set of the 1939 
Airs set to 5/- in mint very lightly hinged fresh original 
gum  Cat. £360 ($690 Aust) for………………….$   139.00   

 

 

 

 

 

  

44. 1906  NEW ZEALAND  Christchurch Exhibition set 
SG 370-73 fine used as shown, bargain.………..$ 149.00 

 

 

 

45. PAPUA  SG 105 1916-31 
Bi-colours 10/- in very fine 
used for just………….$129.00    

 

AUSTRALIAN   COLLECTIO 

46. AUSTRALIA 1913–1965  A really superb old time 
loved collection house and in Maroon Springback al-
bum with black quality pages with black mounts.  The 
collection is both a mixture of mint and fine used. Kan-
garoos first wmk mint 1/2d-1d 2d, 2 1/2d and 3d Olive 
Third wmk lightly hinged mint. First wmk used to 5/- 
which is cto as is the 4d Orange, 2nd wmk used to 1/- 
average, 2d and 2 1/2d are mint lightly hinged, 3rd wmk 
mint includes 6d blue and brown mint hinged, 3rd wmk 
used to £1 grey and includes 5/-, 10/- nice used as well. 
Small multi mint includes 5/- lightly hinged one toned 
perf.  5/- Small multi has a used example as well. CofA 
mint to 2/- plus both 6d OS overprinted mint hinged, 
plus a fine used complete set of Kangaroos to £2 which 
has a slightly rounded bottom right corner as shown. 
KGV– Single crown to 1/4 mint includes die 1, die 2 and 
die 3 1d Reds mint lightly hinged, (21) includes a lovely 
4d lemon lightly hinged. Fine used single crown set just 
missing 1d Red die 3, Small Multi perf 14 and 13 /2 x 12 
1/2 both sets complete mint simplified with die varie-
ties, Large Multi complete fine used and no wmk. Small 
multi perf 14 complete set fine used, Small Multi perf 13 
1/2 12 1/2 complete mint lightly hinged  set (15)   plus a 
complete fine used set including dies, CofA fine used 
set complete, OS overprints complete mint hinged plus 
fine used. 1928 Kooka miniature sheet mint lightly 
hinged, 6d Engraved Kooka MUH and a heavily used 
example. From 1927 almost complete in both mint and 
fine used includes—Kingsford smith OS pair mint (3d 
minor crease) and cto set, very fine mint and a cto used 
5/- Bridge which has a minor surface rub. All comem 
sets are present mint and fine used, 3d KGV1 all varie-
ties mint lightly hinged including white wattles plus a 
complete fine used set. All perforations varieties in 
1937 Zoologicals mint MUH and fine used. Robes are 
present but just thick paper complete set mint lightly 
hinged and fine used, 1949 Arms complete MUH (4) 
plus fine used set, Cattle issues both papers MUH and 
fine used, Navigators (6) complete MUH and fine used. 
If you actually purchased this stock from my discounted 
price list based on the condition as listed above you 
would pay more than $7,000++  however as lot be 
tempted to upgrade your own collection or collections 
or break down for resale as it really is a wholesale price 
and  sell the surplus on ebay this superb lot is available  
for just…………………………………….………….$1,799.00 

 



  

 

 

47. AUSTRALIA KGV  An old-time accumulation of used 
KGV in bundles with cotton ties in what looks like 100 in 
each, some a bit smaller—values included 1 1/2d Red, 1 
1/2d Brown, 1 1/2d Green, 2d Orange, mixed packet un-
opened but seems like assorted values. So 27 packets 
of what looks like unchecked for varieties or postmarks, 
lots of fun for just……………………………………...$129.00 

48. AUSTRALIA 1d 
RED KANGAROOS  
An old-time accu-
mulation partly 
sorted but some 
clearly not in two 
old boxes, I cigar 
style. There are 88 
bundles of what 
appears to be 100 
in each. Very old 
paper wrapped 
lots, unable to see 
even the postmarks 
but certain there 
would be useful 
ones as well as 

plated varieties.  One small section (25 wrappers) notes 
wmks checked but no other details. Something fun to 
play with here for a very inexpensive price for more than 
8,500+ stamps in this lovely clean lot…………....$ 399.00 

49. 4 HUGE FULL BLACK RENNIKS BINDERS AND 
MATCHING SLIPCASES WITH HAGNER PAGES  all in 
superb condition and contains fine used stamps from 
the period 1984-2008. An unusual collection containing 
strange format fine used material from the period sel-
dom offered—full pages from prestige booklets, peel 
and stick, sheetlets, gutter strips, joint issues, Interna-
tionals miniature sheets, booklet panes, mostly com-
plete sets. I have never seen all this sort of material fine 
used.  The face value of the 4 albums is more than 
$1,900++ with at least 240 hagner pages which cost 
$1.50+ each just for the pages the pages plus $40 each 
for the 4 binders. All are in perfect condition, one very 
nice buy for the used collector…………………...$  579.00 

50. AUSTRALIA FIRST DAY 
COVER COLLECTION A 
huge jam packed 15 volume 
collection covering the pe-
riod 1966-2013. Housed 
mostly in Australia Post 
FDC albums on hagner pag-
es all in excellent condition. 
The early 1966 definitives 
are on addressed neatly 
printed covers, cancelled in 
fact in Cocos Islands to 
10c, neatly printed deci-
mals definitives to $4 com-
plete on covers. Envelopes 

are mixed Australia Post, Wesley covers,  Royal free of 
rust and toning as is often the case with early decimal 
covers. From around 1968 on the covers are mostly un-
addressed. I  noted covers with tabs on the Famous 
Aust, Prime minsters. Etc. most of the better early co-

vers are not on Australia post covers except for Grass-
lands. Small Cook cover 1970 30c cover is addressed 
and on generic Australia Post envelope not the rare cov-
er but hard to find.  So nuts and bolts - 1,360 first day 
covers, $2,450++ in face value in 15 albums with  ap-
proximately 700+ hagner pages—bargain for  collector 
or ebay trader……..………………………………..$    499.00 

 51. THE ENGRAVED STAMPS OF THE COMMON-
WEALTH  2001 Federation—Contains 30 Die Proofs 
Printed in shades of Blue and Bluish Grey on other deal-
ers lists for $375, this one is perfect for just…...$109.00 

             COMMONWEALTH    COLLECTIONS 

52. FIJI 1870-2005  Lovingly put together in Blue Seven 
Seas Fiji binder and matching slipcase.  The old time 
quadrille pages have been neatly written up and mostly 
the stamps are house in black mounts. This collection is 
choc-a-block full of loads of extra shades, upgrades, 
sort  that out later type of stamps—I noted Reprints of 
the Times Express (no Cat. value included) SG 40 
skipped perfs pair Cat. £95, SG90 superb mint £70, 
1903 SG 104-14 complete mint except the 5d which is 
fine used, superb high values very lightly hinged includ-
ing the £1 Cat. is £450, SG104s-114s Specimen set com-
plete mint lightly hinged £1 minute tone dot Cat. £325, a 
scarce set. KGV much duplication with note stating 
“needs to be sorted out” I did see 2 x SG 137 one superb 
mint lightly hinged and one fine used, Page comes to 
more than £800++. KGV1 definitives are superbly repre-
sented both mint and fine used some duplication Cat. 
£450++, 1940 Postage Dues D11-18 mostly mint and one 
fine used Cat. £115, QE11 is quite specialised mostly 
fine mint and many MUH, 1963 on is very comprehen-
sive right up to 2005 including many booklets, miniature 
sheets. Nothing under £10 is included in our valuation, 
so basically post decimals is free.  I got a Catalogue val-
ue of more than £3,400++ ($6,500 Aust.) dealer or spe-
cialised collector lot for……………………….…$  1,199.00  

53. ISLE OF MAN FDC’S COLLECTION   8 x lovely blue 
embossed Isle of Man FDC albums, plus a folder with the 
larger covers and a few of the latest issues– covering 
the period 1973-2019 (couple of earlier covers 1958, 
1964 defins) all complete sets and also miniature 
sheets, beautiful and perfect covers!   There are 520+++ 
covers, I added up the face value of the 2013-16 folder 
and there was more than £200++ in that one folder alone 
($385 Aust) so bargain the whole collection …..$  199.00  



  

 

 

5 4 . F RE N C H  S O UT H ER N 
ANTARTIC TERRRITORIES   
1960-1992 housed on old time 
illustrated and typed  pages 
with clear mounts on the most-
ly mint lightly hinged stamps. 
Some of the early issues are 
sadly  rather toned. Quite com-
prehensive for the period and 
with a little cleaning these 
beautiful stamps will look 
great.  Seldom offered with a 
Catalogue value of £4,650++ 
($8,950 Aust bargain...$549.00                 

55. GREAT BRITAIN 1840–1970 A lovely  collection 
housed in Royal Blue Davo hingeless illustrated album 
and matching slipcase of mostly fine used stamps.  The 
Catalogue value of this collection is more than 
£33,000++ and another £2,500 of slightly damaged 
stamps. It includes SG 2 £375, SG 5 £975, SG 14 x 2 
£180, SG 59 £1,000, SG 54 and 57 both cut to shape and 
part of the damaged catalogue value £2,500 listed for 
the two.  Nice  used I noted SG 64 £500, SG 72 £350, SG 
90 £300, SG111 £300, SG 110 £325, SG 112 £400, SG 
118 £225, SG 128 £3200, SG 183 £525, SG 125 £300, SG 
156 £350, SG 183 £525, SG 185 £3000, SG 186 £4500, 
SG 212 £800, AG 197-214 (14) is mint hinged £715, SG 
215-66 (19) mixed mint to 1/- and used 2/6 to £1 Cat. 
£2,000, SG 476-78c complete mint hinged £465, SG 
536a-539a (4) complete set mint £600 MUH, from 1960 
on complete most Muh or fine mint to 1970 including 
phosphor and phosphor graphites. What a stunning col-
lection to either add to your own or start on GB with 
about 90% complete in fact. So Cat. of   £33,000+ (Aust. 
$63,000) a magnificent collection for a mere...$ 2,999.00 

56.GB PRESTIGE BOOKLETS  A lot of 50 booklets with 
very little duplication, incl 2 £1 Wedgwood books Cat. 
£60 each, one with perfect perforations and one 
trimmed the on 1/2p  sideband. There is also a set of 3 
booklets issues in 1998 for DX20, DX22, DX24 from the 
special folder which is not included but this group is 
Cat. £150. The face value alone of the mint stamps in 
these folders is £240++ ($460+ Aust) plus scarce Wedg-
wood booklets, a great buy for just….................$ 299.00 

57 COMMONWELATH COUNTRIES  A lovely Davo illus-
trated album in Royal blue and matching slipcase with 
black mounts on the pages. Includes Monserrat £362, St 
Kitts-Nevis £411, St Lucia £490, St Vincent £530, Tri-
nadad/Tobaco £287, Turk/Cacos Is £455, Virgin Island 
£500.  I noted all fresh mint lightly hinged - Montserrrat 
SG 101a/112  (12) £110, SG 123-35 £75,  SG 136a-149 
(15) £75, St Kitts-Nevis SG 24-36 (12 of 13) £50, SG 68a-
77f (12) £85, SG 106a-118 (15) £95, St Lucia SG 91-105 
(14 of 15) £129, SG 113-24 (12) £110, SG 128a-141 (17) 
£90, St Vincent SG 108-20 (13) £140,  SG 131-41 (13 0f 
14) £140, Trinidad and Tobago SG 230-8 (9) £75, Turks 
and Caicos Is SG 237-50 + 253 (15) Cat. £120, Virgin Is. 
SG 86-101 (15 of 16) £80, SG 149-61 (13) £110, SG 178-
192 (15) £85. Catalogue value of stamps/sets  over £10+ 
is £3,060 ($5,900 Aust) a wonderful collection to add to 
or to break down for retail sales…………………..$ 699.00   

FOR  CHRISTMAS  -  MYSTERY  BOXES 

We have lots of  new stock just 
in, try a box today! 

58. The large mystery box is …………………….   $139.00 

59. The mega mystery box is ………..…………… $229.00 

60. The supa-dupa-mega box is…………………...$499.00 

61. The I have been a very good person………...$999.00 

If you want a box made up to another value, just 
ask! For those who have never purchased a mys-
tery box, they can contain one-country collections; 
stamps from lots of different countries, both old 
and modern and mint and used; FDCs and com-
mercial mails; stamps on- and off- paper; duplicat-
ed stamps so you can check for varieties; whole 
albums; stock-books full and empty; catalogues....    
the list goes on and on, and no two boxes are ever 
the same.   They do come with  a fun  guarantee—
Especially our Christmas edition special boxes! 
Please show this lovely list to your significant oth-
er & hint, hint, hint… no sock please...  hohohoho ! 


